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ABOUT US
Malaysian-made team
kits for schools, clubs,
academies and more
since 2015

Started in 2015, Phenom
Teamwear is a Malaysian
sportswear company specialising
in kits for teams of all shapes and
sizes.
With a background in football
kits, Phenom has expanded to
design and produce teamwear
for sports including badminton,
basketball, tennis, volleyball,
netball and more.
We set ourselves apart with
completely custom sublimated
designs, fast turnaround times
and competitive pricing, and our
clients have included everything
from football academes to
international schools and largescale events organisers.
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Central to our offering is a
small core team of passionate
designers, manufacturers and
customer service reps who aim
to give each of our clients and
partner teams a kit they can be
proud of.
Whether you’re ordering 1,000
football kits for your academy
or 10 shirts for your social team,
Phenom can produce stunning,
personalised design that helps
you stand out from the rest.
So if you’re looking for new
sportswear, you’re looking for
Phenom. Time to kit up!
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From there we work to produce
sportswear that perfectly
represents your team and has
you looking and feeling better
than ever before.
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Big or small, each client starts
their Phenom journey with a
custom-designed mock-up of
how their kit order could look.
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From the biggest youth academy
in the country to some of the top
international schools, Phenom
Teamwear has worked with
a wide range of teams and
organisations.
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FOOTBALL KITS
Sublimated football kits
for girls, boys, men and
women

Our first and most popular
product, Phenom Teamwear
football kits are worn by
academies, teams and schools
across Malaysia. They’ve even
travelled as far as Portugal!
Available in our Basic or Custom
designs, our football kits can be
personalised with team logos,
sponsor logos and names and
numbers.

Kits are available as jerseys only,
jerseys plus shorts, or complete
packages including socks, and
come with a minimum order of
just 10 pieces.
Custom package customers
will be able to choose between
raglan and straight cut sleeves
while Basic customers can pick a
colour, add their logos and select
required names and numbers.
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CUSTOMISATION

1

Logos

3

Add team and sponsor logos
alongside our subtle Phenom
Teamwear branding

Numbers
Choose from a range of predefined number styles and
placements
4

TECH SPECS
+ OPTIONS

Names
Give your team the pro look with
player names on the back of
each jersey
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1.
2.
3.

Available in basic, premium
or custom design
Raglan or straight cut sleeves
V-neck or round neck collar
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4.
5.

Available in male/female cuts
Choice of eyelet or interlock
sublimated fabric
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POLO SHIRTS
Athletic polo shirts
perfect for teachers,
coaches or travelling
teams

Perfect for coaches, staff or
team travel wear, Phenom
Teamwear polo shirts are an
ideal compliment to your new
football kit.
With a polo collar and sublimated
body, our polos can be fully
customised with your chosen
design and logos.

Add initials for coaches, names
for each player, or a website
across the shoulders – we’ll work
with you to produce something
that truly reflects your team or
brand.
2

All polo shirts are available in
men’s or women’s cuts, with
raglan or straight cut sleeves.

CUSTOMISATION

1

Logos

3

Add team and sponsor logos
alongside our subtle Phenom
Teamwear branding

Collar size
Choose from a traditional length
polo collar or a more modern,
shorter cut
4

TECH SPECS
+ OPTIONS

Personalisation
Add a name, initials or job title
to the chest or sleeve of your
polo shirts
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1.
2.
3.

Available in basic, premium
or custom design
Raglan or straight cut sleeves
Choice of collar size
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4.
5.

Available in male/female cuts
Choice of eyelet or interlock
sublimated fabric
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BASKETBALL
Sleeveless basketball
vests and matching
shorts for boys, girls,
men and women

With a looser fit than our football
kits and athletics vests, our
Phenom basketball kits are cut
for the court.
Featuring a round or v neck,
the basketball vests and
accompanying oversize shorts
can be fully with your chosen
design and logos.

The kits feature high quality
piping around the oversize arm
openings and can be made
game-ready with the addition of
numbers on the chest and back.
All basketball kits are available in
men’s and women’s cuts.
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CUSTOMISATION

1

Logos

3

Add team and sponsor logos
alongside our subtle Phenom
Teamwear branding

Numbers
Choose from a range of predefined number styles and
placements
4

TECH SPECS
+ OPTIONS

Names
Display a team name or personalise for players with names on
the back of each jersey
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1.
2.
3.

Available in basic, premium
or custom design
Elasticated or raw cut sleeves
Choice of round or v-neck

5

4.
5.

Available in male/female cuts
Choice of eyelet or interlock
sublimated fabric
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ATHLETICS
Lightweight sleeveless
vests for running,
volleyball, badminton
and more

Our athletics vests feature
our lightest material and most
streamlined cut for a sleeveless
top that’s as comfortable on the
track as it is in the gym.
Available in a round scoop neck
or low v neck, the vests can
be fully customised with your
chosen design and logos.

Whether you’re looking for a
style to make you stand out
on the track or need to match
previous kits, our team of
designers will work with you to
find the perfect athletics look.
2

All athletics vests are available in
men’s and women’s cuts.

CUSTOMISATION

1

Logos

3

Add team and sponsor logos
alongside our subtle Phenom
Teamwear branding

Mascot
Add a mascot or emblem, either
large and visible or worked into
the vest pattern
4

TECH SPECS
+ OPTIONS

Text
Display a team name, nickname
or website across the shoulders
or down the back
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1.
2.
3.

Available in basic, premium
or custom design
Elasticated or raw cut sleeves
Choice of round or v-neck

5

4.
5.

Available in male/female cuts
Choice of eyelet or interlock
sublimated fabric
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BASIC
Plain jersey design with your choice of logos, colours and lettering

OUR DESIGNS
High-quality designs
available at 2 levels of
customisation

When it comes to custom design,
Phenom is at the top of the
game. From exclusive, one-off
pieces to ready-to-go templates
we’ve got what you need
to make your kit match your
performances.
Every Phenom product is
available in 2 design packages:
Basic or Custom.
Our Basic kits are ideal for teams
who want a simple, personalised
kit fast. Pick a colour, add your
logos – done!
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Want something more unique?
Select our Custom package and
work with our design team to
create something exclusive to
you.
Have an idea for what you want?
Great, we’ll help you transfer it to
the final product.
Not sure what you need? No
problem, we’ll present a range of
mock-ups and work with you to
fine-tune the design.
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CUSTOM
Work with us to create a one-of-a-kind solution like these past projects
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CONTACT US

Talk to us about getting your team, school
or organisation in custom sports kits
Nurul Asyikin
M: 012 335 3408
hello@phenomteamwear.com

WWW.PHENOMTEAMWEAR.COM

